STANDBY POWER CHECKLIST
WHAT CAN I DO?

Many appliances use energy even when they are not in use simply to maintain a convenient
‘ready’ or ‘standby’ state. Most of this standby energy is just wasted. Some appliances have
a ‘master switch’ that allows you to turn power off, while others need to be switched off at
the wall. If an appliance has a glowing light, responds to a remote or is warm to touch when
not in use, then it is in standby mode and consuming power.

WHY?

Standby Power is about 10% of the typical household energy bill. This costs you around $100 and contributes 750kg of
greenhouse gas to climate change.

HOW DO I DO IT?

Different appliances have different solutions.
• If the appliance has a master switch (like the power button on the front of many television sets) switch that off.
• If there is no master switch – turn it off at the wall (no need to unplug from the socket).
• If the wall socket is hard to reach – buy a power board with individual switches that can be put in an easy to reach position.
• If several appliances have clocks on them – choose the ones to turn off (perhaps switch the microwave and radio off at the
wall, but keep the oven clock on). Have you turned off at the wall or at the master switch the following appliances?

 Stereo

 Computer monitor

 Scanners

 Mobile phone/ MP3 chargers (even when no

 TV

 Printer

 Pool equipment

 Electric toothbrushes

 Microwave

 Air conditioners

 Set top boxes  Computer speakers

device is being charged)

 Game console  Broadband box/ modem  Washing machine  Room Heaters
Turn these things off after every use, or at least every night before you go to bed. Even though most standby power is wasted
energy, sometimes it serves a purpose such as retaining settings. A shut down computer uses power for its internal clock – you
can switch a computer off at the wall, but you will need to replace the battery sooner (perhaps just make sure that it is shut
down and the screen and printer are off after every use).
Do not turn off the following:
• Security systems.
• Smoke alarms.
• Time controlled equipment like reticulation systems.
• Regularly used appliances with a clock or timer such as video recording equipment (some newer models have a ‘sleep’ mode
that retains settings, but uses less power than when on full standby).
10 House Living Labs Study: A research project by Curtin University and the CRC for Low Carbon Living.
For more information contact Christine Eon: christine.mouraeon@postgrad.curtin.edu.au
The researchers acknowledge ‘Be Living Smart’ for use of the factsheet content.
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